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ABSTRACT Recurrent neural network (RNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) have achieved
great success in processing sequential multimedia data and yielded the state-of-the-art results in speech
recognition, digital signal processing, video processing, and text data analysis. In this paper, we propose
a novel action recognition method by processing the video data using convolutional neural network (CNN)
and deep bidirectional LSTM (DB-LSTM) network. First, deep features are extracted from every sixth frame
of the videos, which helps reduce the redundancy and complexity. Next, the sequential information among
frame features is learnt using DB-LSTM network, where multiple layers are stacked together in both forward
pass and backward pass of DB-LSTM to increase its depth. The proposed method is capable of learning long
term sequences and can process lengthy videos by analyzing features for a certain time interval. Experimental
results show significant improvements in action recognition using the proposed method on three benchmark
data sets including UCF-101, YouTube 11 Actions, and HMDB51 compared with the state-of-the-art action
recognition methods.
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INDEX TERMS Action recognition, deep learning, recurrent neural network, deep bidirectional long
short-term memory, and convolution neural network.

I. INTRODUCTION15

Action recognition in video sequences is a challenging prob-16

lem of computer vision due to the similarity of visual con-17

tents [1], changes in the viewpoint for the same actions,18

camera motion with action performer, scale and pose of19

an actor, and different illumination conditions [2]. Human20

actions range from simple activity through arm or leg to21

complex integrated activity of combined arms, legs, and body.22

For example, the legs motion for kicking a football is a simple23

action, while jumping for a head-shoot is a collective motion24

of legs, arms, head, and whole body [3]. Generally, human25

action is a motion of body parts by interacting with objects26

in the environment. In the context of videos, an action is27

represented using a sequence of frames, which humans can28

easily understand by analyzing contents of multiple frames in29

sequence. In this paper, we recognize human actions in a way30

similar to our observation of actions in real life.We use LSTM31

to consider the information of previous frames in automatic32

understanding of actions in videos.33

One of the key motivations, which attracts researchers to 34

work in action recognition, is the vast domain of its appli- 35

cations in surveillance videos [4], robotics, human-computer 36

interaction [5], sports analysis, video games for player char- 37

acters, and management of web videos [6]. Action recog- 38

nition using video analysis is computationally expensive as 39

processing a short video may take a long time due to its 40

high frame rate. As each frame plays an important role in 41

a video story, keeping information of sequential frames for 42

long time, makes the systemmore efficient. Researchers have 43

presented many solutions for this problem such as motion, 44

space-time features [7], and trajectories [8]. The proposed 45

method uses recurrent neural network ‘‘LSTM’’ to analyze 46

frame to frame change of action videos. RNNs are build- 47

ing blocks of a connected neuron with input units, internal 48

(or hidden) units, and output units, having an activation at 49

time t , which can selectively process data in sequence. As it 50

processes one element at a time, it can model outputs, con- 51

sisting of sequence of elements that are not independent [9]. 52
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The RNN architecture provides strength to processing and53

finding hidden patterns in time-space data such as audio,54

video, and text. RNN processes data in sequential way such55

that at each time t , it gets input from the previous hidden56

state St−1 and new data xt . The data is also multiplied with57

weights, biases are added, and is fed to activation functions.58

Due to the large number of calculations, the effect of the59

initial inputs becomes negligible for the upcoming sequence60

of data after few layers, resulting in vanishing gradient prob-61

lem. The solution to this problem is LSTM. The main idea of62

LSTM architecture is its memory cell, input gate, output gate,63

and forget gate, which can maintain its state over time TN ,64

and non-linear gating units which regulate the information65

flow into/out of the cell [10]. Researchers have presented66

different variations of LSTM such as multi-layer LSTM and67

bidirectional LSTM for processing sequential data. The pro-68

posed method analyzes the complex pattern in the visual data69

of each frame, which cannot be efficiently identified using70

simple LSTM and multi-layer LSTM [11].71

In the proposed method, features of video frames are ana-72

lyzed for action recognition. Deep features from every sixth73

frame of a video are extracted using pre-trained AlexNet [12].74

Next, an architecture of DB-LSTM is developedwith two lay-75

ers at each forward and backward pass for learning sequence76

information in the features of video frames. The proposed77

method is capable of recognizing actions in long videos78

because the video is processed in N time steps. Our system79

has less computational complexity as it only processes five80

frames per second. The implementation of DB-LSTM has81

a high capacity of learning sequences and frame to frame82

change in features due to small change in visual data of83

videos. These properties make the proposed method more84

suitable for action recognition in videos. The rest of the paper85

is organized as the follows: Section 2 presents an overview of86

the related works. The proposed framework is explained in87

Section 3. Experimental results, evaluation of our technique,88

and comparison with other state-of-the-art methods are dis-89

cussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper with future90

research directions.91

II. RELATED WORKS92

Over the last decade, researchers have presented many93

hand-crafted and deep-nets based approaches for action94

recognition. The earlier work was based on hand-crafted95

features for non-realistic actions, where an actor used to96

perform some actions in a scene with simple background.97

Such systems extract low level features from the video data98

and then feed them to a classifier such as support vector99

machine (SVM), decision tree, and KNN for action recog-100

nition. For instance, the geometrical properties of space-101

time volume (STV) called action sketch, were analyzed by102

Yilmaz and Shah [13]. They stacked body contours in time103

axis by capturing direction, speed, and shape of STV for104

action recognition. Gorelick et al. [14] presented human105

action as three-dimensional shapes made from the silhouettes106

in the STV. They used the poisson equationmethod to analyze107

2D shapes of actions and extracted space time features (STF) 108

containing local space-time saliency, action dynamics, shape 109

structure, and orientation. Their method used a non-realistic 110

dataset and, in certain cases, two different actions resulted 111

the same 2D shapes in STV, making the representation of 112

different actions difficult. Hu et al. [15] used two types of 113

features: motion history image (MHI) and histogram of ori- 114

ented gradients feature (HOG). The former is the foreground 115

image subtracted from the background scenario whereas the 116

later one is magnitudes and directions of edges. These fea- 117

tures were then fused and classified through a simulated 118

annealing multiple instance learning SVM (SMILE-SVM). 119

Liu et al. [16] extracted motion and static features for realistic 120

videos. They pruned the noisy motion feature by applying 121

motion statistics to acquire stable features. In addition, they 122

also used ‘‘PageRank’’ to mine the most informative static 123

features and construct discriminative visual vocabularies. 124

However, these hand-crafted features based methods have 125

certain limitations. For instance, STVs based methods are 126

not effective for recognizing multiple person actions in a 127

scene. STF and MHI based techniques are more suitable for 128

simple datasets. To process complex datasets, we need hybrid 129

approaches which can combine different features and prepro- 130

cessing such as motion detection [17], background segmen- 131

tation [18], HOG, SIFT, and SURF. But such hybrid methods 132

increase the computational complexity of the target system. 133

These limitations can cause difficulty for lengthy videos and 134

real-time applications with continuous video streaming. 135

Besides hand-crafted features based approaches for action 136

recognition, several deep learning based methods were also 137

proposed in recent years. Deep learning has shown significant 138

improvement in many areas such as image classification, per- 139

son re-identification, object detection, speech recognition and 140

bioinformatics [19]. For instance, a straight forward imple- 141

mentation of action recognition using deep networks is devel- 142

oped through 3D convolutional networks by Ji et al. [20]. 143

They applied 3D convolutional kernels on video frames in a 144

time axis to capture both spatial and temporal information. 145

They also claimed that their approach can capture motion 146

and optical flow information because frames are connected 147

by fully connected layers at the end. A multi-resolution CNN 148

framework for connectivity of features in time domain is pro- 149

posed by [21] to capture local spatio-temporal information. 150

This method is experimentally evaluated on a new ‘‘YouTube 151

1 million videos dataset’’ of 487 classes. The authors claimed 152

to have speed up the training complexity by foveated archi- 153

tecture of CNN. They improved the recognition rate for large 154

dataset up to 63.9% but their recognition rate on UCF101 is 155

63.3%, which is still too low for such important task of action 156

recognition. A two-stream CNN architecture is proposed 157

by [22] in which first stream captures spatial and temporal 158

information between frames and second one demonstrates the 159

dense optical flow of multiple frames. They have increased 160

the amount of data for the training CNN model by com- 161

bining two datasets. In [6], authors used two CNN models 162

for processing each individual frame of the input video for 163
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FIGURE 1. Framework of the proposed DB-LSTM for action recognition.

action recognition. The output of intermediate layers of both164

architectures is processed by special 1x1 kernels in fully165

connected layers. Themethod finally used 30 frames unrolled166

LSTM cell connected with the output of CNN in training.167

The feature maps of pre-trained model are analyzed by168

Bilen et al. [23] for video representation named as dynamic169

image. They added rank pooling operator and approximate170

rank pooling layer in fine tuning phase, which combine maps171

of all frames to a dynamic image as one representation of172

the video. Deep learning based approaches have the ability173

to accurately identify hidden patterns in visual data because174

of its huge feature representation pipeline. On the other hand,175

it requires huge amount of data for training and high com-176

putational power for its processing. In this work, we have177

balanced the complexity of the system and action recognition178

accuracy. Our method is computationally efficient as it ana-179

lyzes only each sixth frame of the video, which is an optimal180

value for frame jump verified through different experiments.181

For better action recognition, we have intelligently combined182

CNN and LSTM due to its state-of-the-art results on visual183

and sequential data.184

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK185

In this section, the proposed framework and its main compo-186

nents are discussed in detail including the recognition of an187

action AAAI from the sequence of frames in video VVVI using188

DB-LSTM and features extraction through CNN for FFFN189

frames. The procedure for action recognition is divided into190

two parts: First, we extract CNN features from the frames of191

video VVVI with jump JJJ F in sequence of frames such that the192

jump JJJ F does not affect the sequence of the action AAAI in193

the video. Second, the features representing the sequence of194

action AAAI for time interval TTT S (such as TTT S = 1 sec) are 195

fed to the proposed DB-LSTM in CCCN chunks, where each CCCI 196

chunk is the features representation of the video frame and 197

input to one RNN step. At the end, the final state of each time 198

internal TTT S is analyzed for final recognition of an action in 199

a video. The proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1. Each 200

step of the proposed method is discussed in separate section. 201

The input and output parameters of the proposed method are 202

given in Table 1. 203

A. PREPARATION AND FEATURES EXTRACTION 204

CNN is a dominant source for the representation and classi- 205

fication of images. In the case of video data, each individual 206

frame is represented by CNN features, followed by finding 207

the sequential information between them using DB-LSTM. 208

A video is a combination of frames moving at 30 to N frames 209

per second. Thirty to fifty frames in a unit time have many 210

redundant frames, whose processing is a computationally 211

expensive process. Considering this processing complexity, 212

we jump six frames when processing a video for action 213

recognition. It is evident from the experiments that a six frame 214

jump does not affect the sequence of the action. The scenario 215

of the features representation is given in Fig. 2, where the 216

first row represents the frames in a sequence and second row 217

shows features maps of the corresponding frames. A bas- 218

ketball is moving from one player to another where a small 219

change in players’ position and orientation can be observed. 220

As CNN finds hidden patterns in images, it captures all the 221

tiny changes in each frame. These changes in sequential form 222

are learnt through RNN for action recognition in a video. 223

Training a deep learning model for image representa- 224

tion requires thousands of images and also requires high 225
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TABLE 1. Description of input and output parameters used in the
proposed DB-LSTM for action recognition.

processing power such as GPU for the weight adjustment of226

the CNN model. Getting the required model using this strat-227

egy is an expensive process, which is solved using transform228

learning [24] where a trained model can be used for other pur-229

poses. In the proposedmethod, we used parameters of the pre-230

trained CNN model, called AlexNet [12] for feature extrac-231

tion, which is trained on large scale ImageNet [25] dataset of232

more than 15 million images. The architecture of the model233

is given in Table 2. AlexNet has five convolution layers, three234

pooling layers, and three fully connected layers. Each layer is235

followed by a norm and ReLU nonlinear activation function.236

The extracted features vector from FC8 layer is one thousand237

dimensional. The features of each frame are considered as one238

chunk for one input step of RNN. CCCN chunks for TTT S time239

interval are feed to RNN. Thus for one second with six frame240

jump in video, we process six frames out of thirty frames.241

When we feed features of six frames, RNN processes it in six242

chunks. The final state of the RNN is counted for eachTTT S for243

final recognition. A detailed explanation of the RNN is given244

in the upcoming sub-sections.245

B. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS246

RNNs are introduced for analyzing hidden sequential patterns247

in both temporal sequential and spatial sequential data [26].248

Video is also sequential data in which movements in visual 249

contents are represented inmany frames such that sequence of 250

frames help in understanding the context of an action. RNNs 251

can interpret such sequences but forget the earlier inputs of 252

the sequence in case of long term sequences. This problem 253

is known as the vanishing gradient problem, which can be 254

solved through a special type of RNN called LSTM [27]. 255

It is capable of learning long term dependencies. Its special 256

structure with input, output, and forget gates controls the long 257

term sequence pattern identification. The gates are adjusted 258

by a sigmoid unit that learns during training where it is to 259

open and close. Eq. 1 to Eq. 7 [28] explain the operations 260

performed in LSTM unit, where xt is the input at time t 261

(in our case it is chunk CCC). ft is the forget gate at time t , which 262

clears information from the memory cell when needed and 263

keeps a record of the previous framewhose information needs 264

to be cleared from the memory. The output gate ot keeps 265

information about the upcoming step, where g is the recur- 266

rent unit, having activation function ‘‘tanh’’ and is computed 267

from the input of the current frame and state of the previous 268

frame st−1. The hidden state of an RNN step is calculated 269

through tanh activation and memory cell ct . As the action 270

recognition does not need the intermediate output of the 271

LSTM, wemade final decision by applying softmax classifier 272

on the final state of the RNN network. 273

it = σ ((xt + st−1)W i
+ bi) (1) 274

ft = σ ((xt + st−1)W f
+ bf ) (2) 275

ot = σ ((xt + st−1)W o
+ bo) (3) 276

g = tanh((xt + st−1)W g
+ bg) (4) 277

ct = ct−1 · ft + g · it (5) 278

st = tanh(ct ) · ot (6) 279

final_state = soft max(Vst ) (7) 280

Training large data with complex sequence patterns (such 281

as video data) are not identified by the single LSTM cell. 282

Therefore, in the proposed approach, we use ML-LSTM by 283

stacking multiple LSTM cells to learn long term dependen- 284

cies in video data. 285

C. MULTI LAYERS LSTM 286

The performance of the deep neural network has been boosted 287

by increasing the number of layers in the neural networkmod- 288

els. The same strategy is followed here for RNN by stacking 289

two LSTM layers to our network. By adding this new layer, 290

RNN captures higher level of sequence information [28]. 291

In standard RNN, data is fed to single layer for activation 292

and processing before output, but in time sequence problems, 293

we need to process data on several layers. By stacking LSTM 294

layers, each layer in the RNN is a hierarchy that receives the 295

hidden state of the previous layer as input. Fig. 3 shows a 296

multi-layer LSTM. Layer 1 receives input from data xt while 297

the input of layer 2 is from its previous time step s(2)t−1, and 298

the output of the current time step of layer one s(1)t . The 299

computation of LSTM cell is same as Eq. 1 to Eq. 7 but 300

4 VOLUME 5, 2017
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FIGURE 2. Frame to frame features representation and changes in sequence of frames.

TABLE 2. Frame to frame fractures representation and changes in sequence of frames.

FIGURE 3. Two layer LSTM network.

only the layer’s information has been added to the superscript301

of each it , ft , ot , ct , and st . Eq. 8 shows the procedure of302

calculating the state of a layer.303

slt = tanh(clt ) · o
l
t (8)304

D. BIDIRECTIONAL LSTM305

In bidirectional LSTM, the output at time t is not only depen-306

dent on the previous frames in the sequence, but also on the307

upcoming frames [29]. Bidirectional RNNs are quite simple,308

having two RNNs stacked on top of each other. One RNN309

goes in the forward direction and another one goes in the310

backward direction. The combined output is then computed311

based on the hidden state of both RNNs. In our work, we are312

using multiple LSTM layers, so our scheme has two LSTM313

layers for both forward pass and backward pass. Fig. 4 shows314

the overall concept of bidirectional LSTM used in the pro-315

posed method.316

Fig. 4 (a) shows the external structure of the training phase,317

where the input data is fed to the bidirectional RNN, and318

the hidden states of forward pass and backward pass are319

combined in the output layer. The validation and cost is 320

calculated after the output layer and weights and biases are 321

adjusted through back-propagation. For validation, 20% of 322

the data is separated from the dataset and cross entropy is 323

used for error calculation of the validation data. Stochastic 324

optimization [30] with a learning rate of 0.001 is used for cost 325

minimization. Fig. 4 (b) shows the internal structure of the 326

bidirectional RNN, where ‘‘fw’’ is forward pass and ‘‘bw’’ is 327

backward pass. Both fw and bw consist of two LSTM cells, 328

making our model a deep bidirectional LSTM. The proposed 329

method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods due to its 330

mechanism of computing the output. The output of a frame 331

at time t is calculated from the previous frame at time t − 1 332

and the upcoming frame at time t + 1 because layers are 333

performing processing in both directions. 334

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 335

In this section, the proposed technique is experimentally eval- 336

uated and the results are discussed on different benchmark 337

action recognition datasets including UCF101 [2], Action 338

YouTube [16], and HMDB51 [31]. A few sample images 339

from each action category are give in Fig. 5. The datasets are 340

divided by following machine learning three splits protocol 341

in training, validation, and testing of 60%, 20%, and 20%, 342

respectively. We have used Caffe toolbox for deep features 343

extraction, tensorflow for DB-LSTM, and GeForce-Titan-X 344

GPU for implementation. The training data is fed in mini 345

batches of 512 size with a learning rate of 0.001 for cost mini- 346

mization and one thousand iteration for learning the sequence 347

patterns in the data. We have compared the proposed tech- 348

nique with recent state-of-the-art methods using the average 349

accuracy score of confusion matrix as the recognition rate 350

on each database. The comparisons with other methods are 351

given in Table 3. The recognition scores are reported from 352

the referenced papers. Some of the cells in Table 3 are blank 353

because those methods have not reported the recognition 354

score on the corresponding dataset. 355

VOLUME 5, 2017 5
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FIGURE 4. External and internal structure of the proposed DB-LSTM network.

TABLE 3. Comparison of average recognition score of the proposed DB-LSTM for action recognition with state-of-the-art methods.

A. UCF101 DATASET356

UCF101 is one of the most popular action recognition357

datasets of realistic action videos. It consists of 13320 videos358

taken from YouTube, which are divided into 101 action cat-359

egories. Each category contains videos between [100, 200].360

UCF101 is comparatively more challenging dataset due to361

its large number of action categories from five major types:362

1) human-object interaction, 2) body-motion only, 3) human-363

human interaction, 4) playing musical instruments, and364

5) sports. Some categories have many actions such as sports,365

where most of the sports are played in a similar background,366

i.e., greenery. Some of the videos are captured in different367

illuminations, poses, and from different viewpoints. One of 368

the major challenges in this dataset is its realistic actions per- 369

formed in real life, which is unique compared to other datasets 370

where actions are performed by an actor. The recognition 371

scores of the proposedmethod and othermethods are reported 372

in column 4 of Table 3. Our method reported an increase 373

of 2.11% in the accuracy, increasing it from 89.1% to 91.21%, 374

which is the previous year best accuracy of TPC and MDI. 375

The recognition accuracies are 65.4%, 88%, and 88.1% for 376

other CNN based methods such as multi-resolution CNNs, 377

two-stream CNNs, and factorized spatio-temporal CNNs, 378

respectively. From the trajectories basedmethods, the ordered 379

6 VOLUME 5, 2017
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FIGURE 5. Sample action categories of UCF-101, HMDB51, and YouTube action dataset.

FIGURE 6. Class wise accuracy of UCF-101 dataset on the proposed DB-LSTM for action recognition.

trajectories reported 72.8% accuracy while the improved tra-380

jectories based method has however not reported the recog-381

nition rate for UCF101 dataset. Fig. 6 shows the class wise382

accuracy of UCF101 dataset on test data. The horizontal axis383

represents categories and the vertical axis shows the percent-384

age accuracy of corresponding category. From results, it can385

be seen that the results of most of the categories are greater386

than 80%; some of them reach 100%; and only three cate-387

gories have accuracies less than 50%. The proposed method388

improved the recognition rate onUCF101 dataset from 89.1%389

to 91.21%. The confusion matrix is given in Fig. 7, where the390

intensity of true positives (diagonal) is high for each category,391

proving the efficiency of the proposed method on UCF101392

dataset.393

B. HMDB51 DATASET394

The HMDB51 dataset contains a variety of actions related395

to human body movements including objects interaction396

with body, facial actions, and human interaction for body397

movements. It consists of 6849 action video clips, which 398

are divided into 51 classes, each containing more than one 399

hundred clips. It is more challenging because the clips of each 400

category are collected for a variety of subjects with different 401

illuminations and 4 to 6 clips are recorded for each subject 402

performing the same action on different poses and view- 403

points. The proposed method is capable of learning frame to 404

frame changes regardless of its view point, pose, and subject. 405

The proposed approach outperformed on HMDB51 dataset 406

as is evident from the comparisons with other methods in 407

column 3 of Table 3. The proposed method boosted the 408

accuracy on this dataset from 68.5% to 87.64% with 19.14% 409

increment while the accuracy of other CNN based methods is 410

far behind. The confusion matrix is given in Fig. 7, where 411

the intensity of true positives (diagonal) is high for each 412

category. Fig. 8 shows category wise result for the proposed 413

method, which is consistent for all categories. The horizontal 414

axis represents categories and the vertical axis shows the 415

percentage accuracy of the corresponding category. It can be 416

VOLUME 5, 2017 7
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FIGURE 7. Confusion matrixes of HMDB51 and UCF-101 datasets for the proposed DB-LSTM for action recognition.

TABLE 4. Confusion matrix of YouTube actions dataset for the proposed DB-LSTM for action recognition.

seen that more than 20 classes reported 100% accuracy. The417

variation in accuracy of other classes is between 80% and418

100%. Among the other classes, only two classes reported419

test accuracy less than 20%. The proposed method increased420

the recognition rate on HMDB51 from 68.5% to 87.64%.421

C. YouTube ACTIONS DATASET422

YouTube actions dataset is a small but very challenging423

dataset for action recognition. The dataset is collected from424

11 sports action categories including volleyball, basketball,425

golf, horse riding, biking/cycling, tennis, diving, football,426

swinging, jumping, and walking with a dog. The dataset con-427

tains 25 different subjects with more than four video clips for428

each subject. The video clips in the same subject share some429

common features such as the same actor, similar background,430

and similar viewpoint. There is large variations in camera431

motion, object appearance and pose, object scale, viewpoint,432

cluttered background, and illumination conditions, making433

this dataset more challenging. We achieved an average accu-434

racy of 92.84% on this dataset as given in column 2 of Table 3,435

dominating the hierarchical clustering multi-task and dis- 436

criminative representation method having 89.7% and 91.6% 437

accuracy, respectively. The confusion matrix for this dataset 438

is given in Table 4. Our method has achieved more than 439

90% accuracy for eight classes. The class ‘‘soccer’’ reported 440

78.1% accuracy and the class ‘‘interfere with walking’’ has 441

18.75% false prediction. This is due to the fact that in soccer, 442

a performer walks around a football, leading to less accuracy. 443

Similarly, the class ‘‘tennis’’ and ‘‘volleyball’’ are interfer- 444

ing because the background of these activities has the same 445

scenarios, i.e., players are jumping and playing around a net. 446

The recognition score is low for three categories including 447

‘‘walking and soccer’’, ‘‘jumping’’, and ‘‘volleyball’’ due 448

to similar features, i.e. motion of body parts of an actor in 449

performing actions. 450

D. VISUAL RESULTS AND COMPUTATION 451

The proposedmethod is tested on 20% videos of each dataset. 452

Some of the correct and miss classified visual results are 453

shown in Fig. 9. The intermediate frames of an action are 454

8 VOLUME 5, 2017
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FIGURE 8. Class-wise accuracy of HMDB51 dataset for the proposed DB-LSTM for action recognition.

FIGURE 9. Predictions of the proposed DB-LSTM for action recognition for sample clips. The red font indicates wrong prediction of our method.

given for understanding of an action in Fig. 9. Our method455

takes a test video as input and extracts features from its456

frames with six frame jump. The extracted features are457

fed to the proposed DB-LSTM in chunks for time inter- 458

val T. The DB-LSTM returns output for each chuck and 459

finally the video is classified for the highest frequency class 460
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TABLE 5. Average time complexity and accuracy on different frame jumps
for 30 FPS video clip.

in outputs. In Fig. 9, row 4 and row 7 are miss-classified,461

where ‘‘basketball shoot’’ is classified as ‘‘soccer juggling’’462

and ‘‘tennis swing’’ is classified as ‘‘jumping’’. These incor-463

rect predictions are due to the similarity of visual content,464

motion of camera, and changes in parts of an actor body465

in both action categories. We have evaluated the proposed466

method using different experiments with various number of467

frame jumps for analyzing action in videos. Table 5 shows the468

statistics of the conducted experiments.We have used 6 frame469

jump in overall experiments because of its optimal results in470

complexity and accuracy. The proposed method is evaluated471

on GeForce-Titan-X GPU for feature extraction, training,472

and testing. The system takes approximately 0.23 sec for473

feature extraction per frame. Feeding the extracted features474

to DB-LSTM for classification takes 0.53 sec for 30 frames475

per second video clip. Overall, the proposed method takes476

approximately 1.12 seconds for processing of a 1-second477

video clip. With these statistics, our method can process478

25 frames per second, making it a suitable candidate for479

action recognition in real-time video processing applications.480

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK481

In this paper, we proposed an action recognition frame-482

work by utilizing frame level deep features of the CNN483

and processing it through DB-LSTM. First, CNN features484

are extracted from the video frames, which are fed to DB-485

LSTM, where two layers are stacked on both forward and486

backward pass of the LSTM. This helped in recognizing487

complex frame to frame hidden sequential patterns in the fea-488

tures. We analyzed the video in N chunks, where the number489

of chunks depend on the time interval ‘‘T ’’ for processing.490

Due to these properties, the proposed method is capable of491

learning long term complex sequences in videos. It can also492

process full length videos by providing prediction for time493

interval ‘‘T ’’. The output for small chunks is combined for the494

final output. The experimental results indicate that the recog-495

nition score of the proposed method successfully dominates496

other recent state-of-the-art action recognition techniques on497

UCF-101, HMDB51, and YouTube action video datasets.498

These characteristics make our proposed method more suit-499

able for processing of visual data and can be an integral500

component of smart systems. The proposed method extracts501

features from the whole frame of the video. In future, we aim502

to analyze only the salient regions of the frames for action503

recognition. Furthermore, we have intention to extend this504

work for activity recognition in videos [42]–[44]. Finally,505

the proposed method can be combined with people counting506

techniques to intelligently analyze the people crowded behav- 507

ior and dense situations [45]. 508
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